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Hardware System Design
This article will focus on typical system hardware topics and questions
that are associated with every lab automation integration. Having
well defined parameters and answers to these topics will help the
automation system integrator, design an efficient, user-friendly system
layout with the best possible workflow and throughput possible.

Design Considerations for Hardware Integration
You’ve made the decision to investigate and implement automation for some or all your lab processes. The choices for instrumentation,
software and automation vendors as well as system design layout can be numerous and diverse. One of the first steps is to generate a list
of specifications and identify key challenges and constraints. This list should include specific instrument performance parameters, science
constraints, general workflow as well as management and staff expectations. All variables and limitations need to be identified, such as
throughput requirements, types of labware, volumes of fluids dispensed or pipetted, environmental needs of samples and reagents, types
and placement of barcodes, budget, (capital and operational), etc.

Process Workflow
A well-defined process is essential to aid during the system design phase. An integrator will
need to know the exact order of events. When are plates or tips moved or need to be loaded
into an instrument or incubator? Do they need to return to storage or are they discarded
into trash? Are there additional labware or reagents that need special handling or need to
be brought in mid process from additional offline processes? Are there certain tasks that
must be completed prior to taking action on other tasks? Are there critical synchronous and
simultaneous tasks to take into consideration?
A process that is not complete or settled will likely result in the need for a system redesign,
which results in timelines not being met along with project costs overages.

Throughput
Regarding ultra-high throughput systems, these will typically have
fewer process steps and the variety of instruments will be less, as
the focus is to cycle as many plates as possible. When developing
specifications for your system an automation integrator will need
to know the desired throughput. It’s best not to state this number in
samples or plates per year or week, but to focus on the number of
samples/plates per day. Then also define what a day is (8 hours, 16
hours, or 24 hours). This number should not represent an average
day, but rather state the desired throughput for the typical busy,
high-volume day. Automation systems should be designed and built
for peak workloads.
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Estimating or identifying the potential throughput of an integrated
automated system can typically be accomplished by identifying the
rate-limiting step or instrument in a system. Every process has a
rate limiting step. Once the rate limiter is identified along with the
desired target throughput, the proper number of each instrument
can be identified. For example, this might mean multiple liquid
handers, thermocyclers or plate washers might need to be added to
the system to improve the throughput.
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Instruments
After defining the process workflow, a list of all instruments used in
your process should be generated. This can include liquid handlers,
liquid dispensers, heat sealers, seal peelers, detection devices,
thermocyclers, barcode readers, etc. Also, inform your automation
vendor if you currently own and are using each device, or if you
need to purchase and evaluate any unowned instruments. The
integrator will be able to assist you with the evaluation stage and
recommend appropriate equipment for your process. Additionally,
the integrator will work with you to gather important instrument
requirements such:

• Instrument model and size (this information helps determine
if a driver is available or needs development)
• Communication type (ethernet, RS232, USB)
• Electrical power requirements
• Water, waste or compressed air requirements
• Consumables
• Timing of events (does the instrument process take 15
seconds, 5 minutes or an hour?)
• Any other special requirements (i.e. does it need its own PC)

This information will be considered when planning the physical
space and system layout. In addition to determining the overall
system speed and efficiency while avoiding any potential process
gridlock.

A process that is
not complete or
settled will likely
result in the need
for a system
redesign

The Robot
One of the main instruments to consider is the robot or mechanical
arm that will function in performing the movements between each
instrument to complete the process. There are a variety of robots to
consider, Retisoft offers drivers for multiple robot brands that can
be integrated and controlled with Genera scheduling software. For
many years, Flex robot has been the preferred solution due to its
collaborative features. Meaning it can work safely alongside a person
without needing additional safety guarding. Flex robot comes in several
different configurations with varying heights and reach. The automation
integrator will make a recommendation on which robot is appropriate
based on the data and system requirements (workflow, instruments,
and system layout).
It should be noted that the scheduling software is the brain or controller
of the system, and the robot functions as the arms and feet. That is why
at the time of design we must guarantee that the robot can have access
to all the nests of the instruments and ensure that these instruments
are always fixed in the same position.
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Labware & Storage

Guarding

LABWARE TYPE AND NUMBER:
It is best to standardize your labware (plates, tubes & pipette
tips) and testing samples as much as possible. Automation
and Robotics love order and consistent inputs. Automation will
work best when its environment is predictable. If your process is
significantly variable or if you have a wide variety of inputs, it is
going to be much more difficult to automate it. Knowing the type
and number of deep well, standard size lab plates and number
of tip boxes will help the design engineer plan for the correct
amount of static or automated storage.

Industrial (and some lab) robots of today typically require safety
enclosures or fencing that have safety interlock mechanisms
that will halt all instrument and robotic movement when a safety
door is opened. Many of today’s lab automation systems utilize a
collaborative robot, like the Precise Flex. Because of that, most
systems are no longer enclosed in a safety enclosure. It should
be noted that safety guarding is not only done to protect the user
from being harmed, but it is also to protect the instruments and
process from external interference. By taking these factors into
consideration, you may want to add guarding to your system
layout.

STORAGE FOR WALKAWAY (Unattended Time):
Another factor in designing the correct amount
of storage is to know how often the user
needs or wants to interact with the system.
How much free time between runs is ideal?
This is commonly referred to as walkaway
or unattended time. The longer the desired
walkaway time, the more storage will be
typically required.

ENVIROMENTAL GUARDING:
Other systems or processes may require a
portion, or the entire system to be refrigerated
or enclosed in HEPA filtered or clean room
enclosure. This can add considerable costs
to a system, so it is essential to identify these
needs early in the design process.

Accessibility to the System

STORAGE FOR ENVIROMENTAL
REQURIMENTS:
When evaluating your science and workflow
process, determine if there may be specific
environmental needs for the reagents or
assay plates. This may require the addition of
automated incubators, refrigerated carousels
or humidity control. These can be costly,
depending on needs and size.

Modular Tables
Sometimes a lab wishes to utilize tables (for the instruments
and robot) they already have available in their laboratory. For
smaller, less complex designs, this is often doable, as it can save
some significant costs and time. However, when systems and
processes get larger and more complex, it is recommended to
utilize customized modular tables that are optimally designed for
the process.
These modular tables can be configured to properly fit
instrumentation and make the most use of space by stacking
of instruments. This keeps the system efficient and compact
as possible while maintaining accessibility to the instruments
for loading and maintenance. Many of the modular tables are
also capable of being reconfigured, to accommodate limited
expansion or future changes to instrumentation.
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When designing a system, it is very beneficial
to know if the lab staff plan on using any of
the instruments for off-line lab processes.
This can typically be a liquid handler, liquid
dispenser, plate reader or any number or type
of instrument. In addition, some equipment
requires front, back, side or top access for
maintenance. The design engineer will
take these factors into consideration when
planning the instrument layout. Placement of
some instruments may have front and back 		
access for the user.

Automation will work best
when its environment is
predictable
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Physical Space & Utilities

Future Expansion

Laboratory space (available square footage) always seems to
be limited either horizontally (lengthwise) or vertically (height).
Fitting a complex automated, highly integrated system into many
labs can often be daunting. Knowing the area shape and square
footage parameters and limitations early in the planning process
is essential and will help curtail iterative
redesigns. It is also helpful to know the
room location of all required utilities
that will be needed to accommodate the
array of instrumentation on the system.
This can include electrical, compressed
air, LAN connections and waste line
locations.

The vision into the future of the lab process and throughput
is often limited to what we see today and what capital budget
is available. If you have any notions of changes occurring to
your process or throughput or you are considering adding on
additional processes in the next year or two, it’s best to mention
these factors early in your automation design. It
is more efficient and less expensive to design a
system that allows expansion for the future than
to design based on what is already there.

Conclusion
To start any design, it is necessary to have a defined workflow process
for the system and all its requirements. It is not uncommon for these
requirements to evolve or change during the planning stages. New,
sometimes improved processes or technology come to light that can
result in an improved more robust automated process. Nevertheless,
it is best to think through all the above topics and questions early in the
planning stages. This will make for a faster, less stressful automation
implementation project.
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Tom employs a holistic view to research automation problem solving by combining cutting edge technology,
science, and workflow analysis to develop and implement robust automated systems. Tom is an automation
expert with over 30 years consulting, managing, and directing small and large teams in the biotech research
and clinical industries. The past twenty years have been focused on delivering novel automated and custom
engineered solutions to improve processes in Ag Biotech Research. Tom has led and been a part of teams that
have made lasting impressions on GMO testing science worldwide. He has automated numerous scientific
processes and engineered, implemented, and supported many new and cutting-edge technologies.
Email: tom.lade@retisoft.com

Eric Padilla is Automation Engineer with Retisoft since 2017, he is a dependable, analytical, and performancedriven hardware integration leader and designer with excellent problem-solving skills and several years of
experience managing projects effectively and developing products. Determined in ensuring the highest level of
efficiency throughout each project phase while guaranteeing the execution of the established goals. A devoted
team player with the ability to thrive under pressure.
Email: ericp@retisoft.com
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